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In this paper, a footnote to the theory in [GUI and [BU], we give an L2-estimate 
on the compatibility of almost complex and spin=Dirac quantization on a 
symplectic fibration with quantization along the fibres, having in mind complex 
projective fibrations, where holomorphic sections on the total space restrict 
holomorphically on the fibres. Namely, suppose that A4 is compact riemannian 
manifold and A is a hermitian line bundle on M with a unitary connection 
having symplectic curvature; the results of [GUI then produce a privileged 
space of sections H(M, A) C_ Cm(M, A), the analogue of the space of holo- 
morphic sections in the complex projective case. Let now E + M be a compact 
symplectic fibration with typical fibre F, and L be an hermitian line bundle with 
symplectic curvature and restricting on F to B. Loosely speaking, any 
u E H(E, L@‘) decomposes as u = 1c, + q, where $X E H(F, P’) and qX E 
H(F, B@‘)’ for every x E M. Now q 77 and 1c, are sections of naturally defined 
vector bundles on M, and we show that the L2-norm of 77 is O(r-‘j2) times the 
L2-norm of u. 
We now make this more precise. Let (M,w) be a compact 2n-dimensional 
symplectic manifold with [w] E H&(M) in the integral lattice, and let A be an 
hermitian line bundle on M with unitary connection VA such that curv(V”) = 
-2riw. Suppose JM E J(M, w) (the space of almost complex structures on M 
compatible with w) and let g be the induced riemannian structure. Guillemin 
and Uribe studied the renormalized laplacians Ai,, = A,pr - m, with A,pr the 
connection laplacian on Aor (there is a slight change of notation from [GUI: 
note that in our situation the quantity k in the main statement of [GUI equals n, 
because w is symplectic); according to Theorem 2 of lot. cit., there exist C E R 
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and k, X > 0 such that for every r E Z the spectrum of Ai,, is contained in 
(-X, A) u (kr + C, +oo), and the number of eigenvalues lying in (-X, X) is given 
by the Riemann-Roth number for the line bundle A@’ over M. As a function of 
r, this is a polynomial of degree n, with leading coefficient the volume of M, cf 
(1.9) in [GUI. Let H(M, A@“) & C?(M, A@“) be the span of the eigensections 
for the eigenvalues in (-X, X) and K(M, A@‘) be the span for the other eigen- 
values. 
Let P z M be a principal G-bundle on M, where G is a compact Lie group, 
with connection’H(P/M) C TP. Let (F, rr) be a compact 2&dimensional sym- 
plectic manifold with [g] E H2(F, Z), G x F -+ F a hamiltonian action, and 
E := P xG F the induced fibration. Therefore, E 2 it4 is a bundle over M, for 
which the fibre F, over x E A4 is isomorphic to F. Let JF E J(F, c) be G-in- 
variant, and let gF be the induced riemannian structure. Let B be an hermitian 
line bundle on F, with hermitian connection Vg such that curv(VB) = -2nia. 
Assume that the action of G lifts to B, preserving the hermitian structure and 
the connection. The hermitian line bundle B = P XG B + E has a unitary con- 
nection 8~ extending VB [P] and curv(V,$ = -2ni6,in, with 0Qmin the compa- 
tible minimal coupling 2-form on E [GS]. If we replace w and A by rw and A@, 
respectively, then for r sufficiently large the curvature on L := p;(A) 8 b’, 
L;, := p;(w) + ti)min, is an integral symplectic form. In terms of the symplectic 
direct sum TE = H(E/M) $ V(E/M) we define, with abuse of language, a 
riemannian metric gE = gu $ gF. Let Met(E) be the space of riemannian me- 
trics on E, and rG : Met(E) --) J’(E,LZI) the usual retraction. Let JE =: r&gE) 
and denote by & the riemannian metric on E induced by the pair (G, JE). In 
general, gE # 2~ due to the horizontal component of timin; while PE is a rie- 
mannian submersion for gE, it is not for 2~. 
If Ez is the bundle of (O,q)-forms on (E,~E), fix an hermitian connection 
on the dual of the canonical line bundle of E and let DE = 0;’ : 
C”(E* 8 L@‘) + C”(E7 @L@) be the induced spinC-Dirac operator [DJ. By 
[BU], ker(D;) = ker(DE) n Cm(Ei 8 Lmr) vanishes for r >> 0. 
Let N(F, B@‘), K(F, Bmr) c C”(F, Ber) be defined as above in terms of 
AL,, = A BW - rd. If we are given a trivialization of P on an open subset 
U c M, for any x E U we have an induced diffeomeorphism Lo : F + F,., and 
we may ask whether L:(J) E H(F, Bar) forf E ker(Di) and x E U. Since how- 
ever H(F, B@I) is invariant under the action of the structure group G, this 
condition is preserved by the transition functions of P, and is thus independent 
of the choice of a local trivialization of P at X. Therefore, with abuse of lan- 
guage, we may ask whetherflFX E H(F, BBr) for everyf E ker(Di) and x E M, 
where F, = pi’ (x). As explained, we shall only prove a weaker result in this 
direction, involving the L2-norm over M of the large eigenvalue component of 
fl& 
More intrinsically, consider the vector bundles V, = P xG C”(F, BBr), 1-1, = 
P xG H(F, Bmr), and K, = P xG K(F, Bar); then for r very large ‘FI, has finite 
rank given by the Riemann-Roth formula for B@’ on F, and K, has infinite 
rank. Since H(F, B@“) and K(F, B@“) are G-invariant, the direct sum 
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C”(F, B@‘) = H(F, Ber) $ K(F, Be’) globalizes to V, = 31, @ KP We then 
have the L2-orthogonal direct sum Cm(B,Lor) ry Cm(M,P 8 v,) rr 
C”(M, A@’ @ ‘H,) @ Cm(M, A@’ ~9 G). Given f E P(E, Lo’), we shall let 
r(f) E C”(M, A@‘@ V,) be its image, and f’ E Cm(M, A@‘@ H,) and 
f” E C”O(M, A@’ 8 K,) be the components of r(J). If f E Cm(EE 8 L@~), let 
So E C”O(E, IL@“) be its degree zero component. Also, let 11 -11 denote the L2- 
norm with respect to the natural metric structures on the vector bundles in- 
volved and the metric &. 
Theorem 1. There exists C > 0 such that for every r E N we have 
IgIl I Cr-‘/21~ll iff E C”O(E+ 8 L@‘), Dif = 0. 
Corollary 1. If r >> 0 the restriction G to ker(D2) of the orthogonal projection 
f t) f ’ is isomorphism onto its image, both G and G-’ having operator norm in the 
interval (1 - Cr-‘i2, 1 + Cr-‘j2). 
Define H(E, LB’) as above in terms of &. By theorem 4.2 of [BU], 
Corollary 2. The above statements continue to hold when ker(D$) is replaced by 
H(E, LB”). 
Proof of theorem 1. Locally on E, the spinC-Dirac operator is DLW = 
C;$+j) c(q$)Vi, where thefj’s are a local frame and the 4’s are the dual one; c 
denotes the Clifford action. Assume that fi, . . . , fu are vertical and 
f2d+l,*.vf2(n+d) horizontal. Then DLW = D& + D$,, where D& = 
x2, c(+i)V/i. Since JF is G-invariant, so is the bundle Ep” of @-antilinear 
forms on F. Therefore, @“I globalizes to a bundle EL’?‘) on E, the bundle of 
vertical @-antilinear forms, and D& yields an endomorphism of 
Cm(E, L@’ 8 &(O”)). 
By the formula of Lichnerowicz type in theorem 6.1 of [D], tiLmr = 
AL@, + ruL + RE, where RE is an endomorphism of&z independent of r, and UL 
acts on forms of type (0, q) as multiplication by 2q - (n + d) [BU]. 
Supposef E ker(D&,) and letfo E C”O(E, LB’) be the degree zero component 
off, II, =: f - fo. By theorem 2.3 of [BU], if r >> 0 then ]]$]I 5 Cr-‘11 foil, where 
C > 0 does not depend on r. Since R is the only term in tiLe, mixing degrees, 
0 = cfo, &wf) = &,@Lewfo) + cfo, R$). Thus, 
Ivb,d,~rfo)l 5 Iti,R~>l I Cr-‘llfol12, 
i.e. I(&,mrfo, hrfo)J 5 6-l llfoI12. 
On the other hand, D~@,fo = D~~~~o) + D$@,&). Since D;mIv~) E 
Cm(E, V(E/M)*) and D:,,~o) E Cm(E, H(E/M)*), we have 
llD~4oll* = IlK4i>l12 + Il~%_h>l12, 
whence IlD&,fol12 i Cr-‘Jlfol12. 
We are now going to pair this with an estimate from below on IlD&~~)ll. 
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The norm used here is the L2-norm on C”(E, Lo’ 8 Et”‘) associated with the 
natural metric structures on the vector bundles involved and the metric & on 
E. At the cost of changing the constants involved, we may replace it with the 
Lz-norm obtained using gz instead. Then DV,,, becomes a self-adjoint en- 
domorphism of C”O(E, La” @ EL”‘)). We shall implicitly compute the relevant 
L2-norms by integrating first along the fibres and then on the base. 
If on an open subset U C_ M we fix a trivialization of P and a unitary trivia- 
lization of A, we may identify fo on 7r;*( U) with a map Qj : U + C~(F,Bo’), 
which decomposes as Qi = @’ + G”, where @’ : U + H(F, B@“) and @” : U --) 
K(F, B@‘) correspond to & and &“, respectively. Then D&f0 corresponds to 
DB@‘@. 
On the other hand, by the Lichnerowicz type formula on F, D$, = 
Ap + rag + RF, where Ap is the connection laplacian on B@” with respect to 
gF, RI; is an endomorphism of&F independent of r, and CB acts on forms of type 
(0, q) as multiplication by 2q - d. Thus, D&,@ = Aft,,,@ + RF@, where AL,, = 
ABar - rd is the renormalized laplacian. By self-adjointness of the spinC-Dirac 
operator, 
(1) (D~~rfo,D;~&) = ((%r)*fO,f0) = (A$,,@ + RF@,@) 2 
(2) cwlll12 - wd12~ 
Thus, ll.&“l12 5 C~-‘ll_hl12. •I 
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